Unprecedented Forecasting and Real-Time
Monitoring for Optimizing Workloads
Terma Software delivers a visionary Adaptive Intelligence and Predictive Analytics
Workload Platform that provides enterprise companies the necessary visualization,
adaptability, and intelligence to successfully manage complex workloads.

Giving Your Workload Team the Advantage

Visualization and Real-Time Monitoring

Utilizing machine learning with TermaVISION, business units
and teams are better equipped to predict and resolve
workload issues before business is jeopardized, significantly
reducing their risk and costs.

TermaVISION enables technical users to efficiently and
simply view job statuses and job locations in real-time
along with future job forecasts so that the status of
current and future workloads can be effectively shared
with management and decision makers.

With TermaVISION, team and business unit leaders as well
as application stakeholders can better scale their business
and productivity by doing more with less, in a workload
environment that leverages artificial intelligence and
improved efficiency.

Effective Decision Making
TermaVISION allows business users to quickly and easily
view and assess the workload in real-time for timely and
efficient workload management, decision making, and
issue resolution.
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How TermaVISION Optimizes Your Workload
TermaVISION makes visualizing and understanding complex workloads incredibly easy with simplified and intuitive
dashboards and data views. Using TermaVISION, users can quickly interpret the workload environment and know
what action is needed to address problems in a timely fashion.
Identifying issues in the workload has never been simpler with TermaVISION’s intelligent, user-friendly visualization
tools that aggregate workload data into actionable information. TermaVISION’s visualization technology introduces
unprecedented access for users as they are able to easily view and interpret adhoc or prepared reports and make
swift and informed decisions from them.
Identifying root cause of issues within workload environments is dramatically easier and faster with TermaVISION’s
simplified data views and dashboards. Group jobs based on common characteristics, regardless if there are
physical dependencies defined between them in the job scheduler, to enjoy the benefits of realtime monitoring
and forecasting across complex workloads.

Contact us today for your personalized demo.
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complex workloads for today and tomorrow. Terma supports
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and Predictive Analytics Workload software and services
adaptability, and intelligence tools to successfully manage
many workload automation vendors including IBM, Tidal,
CA, and many others and is the sole global provider of
"single pane of glass" technology that allows for workload
management across multiple scheduling platforms.

